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Message from your President….. 

 
See the full report on page 4. 
 
Jim Arendt 
President, Niagara Region PCA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________________________ 

The 2011 driving season is looming.  Time think about 

waking our cars up from their winter naps! 

________________________________________________ 
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COMING UP NEXT MONTH 

Feb. 16 – Buffalo Happy Hour 
Feb. 20 – Annual Planning Meeting 

Feb. 26-27 – Tech Tactics 

 

PLANNING MEETING 

Sunday, February 20 at Terry Hills Golf Course, Batavia 
Arrive 12:30pm, Lunch 1:00pm, Meeting 1:30pm 

Details: www.niagarapca.org/events/164 

   

TECH TACTICS 

This year‟s Tech Tactics will be held in Easton, PA, on February 26-27.  Registration is now open. 
Details: www.niagarapca.org/events/146 

WOULD YOU SUPPORT A NIAGARA PCA GOLF TOURNAMENT? 

What do you think?  Would you participate in a club golf tournament?  
Express your interest by contacting our Social Events Chairman, Bill Schicker, at schkfair@rochester.rr.com. 

Your response to this email will determine whether or not this event comes to fruition. 
  
  

TECH SESSION HOSTS NEEDED 

80% of respondents to our survey expressed an interest in more tech sessions.  Comments were strongly in favor 
of “the basics” – maintenance tasks that novice weekend mechanics might undertake themselves.  Here is where 
YOU come in.  To offer more tech sessions, we need people to host them.  Share your Porsche passion and tech-

nical knowledge with your fellow club members. 
Please contact President@NiagaraPCA.org with your ideas, topics, dates, etc.  

  
  

WANTED: OLD PHOTOS AND NEWSLETTERS 

In preparation for our region‟s 50
th
 anniversary in 2012, club historian Chad Comeau is collecting photos and 

newsletters from our club‟s early years.  If you have something of interest, please contact Chad at 
ctcomeau@yahoo.com.  Items can be scanned and returned if you would like them back. 

   

Don’t Miss Any NRPCA Social Events 

Sign up for Sue Juby’s  

E-mail notifications by sending 

Sue an e-mail to: sreesen@rochester.rr.com 

https://emailer.pca.org/ClickCounter.aspx?jobid=12607&redirurl=http://www.niagarapca.org/events/164
https://emailer.pca.org/ClickCounter.aspx?jobid=12607&redirurl=http://www.niagarapca.org/events/146
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     As of this writing it‟s a frigid 9*F outside, snow is falling, and the high temp is not forecast to 
surpass 12*F for the next three days.  Ugh.  At least the days are getting longer and spring is on 
the (not too distant) horizon.  Winter gives us time to recharge, complete some Porsche projects, 
and builds anticipation for the driving season that follows once the salty remnants of winter are 
washed away with the springtime rains. 
 
     While the flakes continue to fall, your NRPCA leadership team is busily preparing a season‟s 
worth of Porsche-related activities and events for you to participate in.  Responses to our recent 
membership survey have provided us with direction, and we appreciate your feedback.  Tours, tech 
sessions, and detailing sessions were high on your collective wish list.  Given that we are respon-
sive to your needs, I think you‟ll like what we have come up with. 
 
     In addition to all the wonderful calendar items you have come to enjoy from years past, our region has already scheduled 
some new and exciting activities for this coming season.  RacePro Engineering will be facilitating a Tech Session in March, 
and Northtown Porsche will be hosting a Tech Session in May.  These tech sessions are being offered in direct response to 
your survey requests, and I anticipate having more tech sessions throughout the year.  Mike Cohn is working on producing 
a Detailing Session, and we‟ll be soliciting organizers at our Planning Meeting to host a wider variety of Touring events.  It 
would be great to have more Tours depart from the Buffalo area; but for that to happen we need volunteers, preferably from 
the Buffalo area, to organize them.  We‟ll be offering a brief “How To Host a Tour” tutorial at the Planning Meeting, so if 
you‟re interested please attend. 
 
     We are in the midst of some website upgrades, which should be complete by the end of the month.  Some of the up-
grades make site maintenance more efficient.  Some of the upgrades are cosmetic – the Event Calendar has a new look, 
and we now have the ability to maintain the slide show at the top of the page.  I spent a couple hours today swapping out 
the old photos, which I will do on occasion to help keep the page fresh.  The biggest change is yet to come, I‟ll only hint that 
it has to do with our Event Photos page.  Hang tight while we complete the final details. 
 
     Our annual Planning Meeting is on Sunday, February 20 at Terry Hills in Batavia.  Please bring your enthusiasm and 
ideas; the success of our club depends on the participation of our members.  Hope to see you there! 
 
 
 
Take care, 
 
Jim Arendt 
 

EDITOR’S NOTE: 

Want to advertise your business in Flatout?  Well now you can.  Contact 

Sue Juby at sreesen1@yahoo.com for details and cost options. 

Don’t forget to send me your stories and pictures.  There is no Flatout 

without them. 

 

Tom Lyons 

Editor Flatout 
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December and January Members Report 

December Member Stats 

Primary Members 351 

Affiliate Members 263 

Life Members 1 

Transfers in 0 

Transfers out  0 

Renewals 20 

Non renewals 7 

Total Members 615 

 

Welcome Our New December Members – 

 

 Rice, Dennis 

 

January Member Stats 

Primary Members 348 

Affiliate Members 262 

Life Members 1 

Transfers in 0 

Transfers out  2 

Renewals 14 

Non renewals 7 

Total Members 611 

 

Welcome Our New January Members – 

 

 Lane, Bryan S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
DECEMBER PCA ANNIVERSARIES 
 35 Years 
  Patrick Hart 
 15 Years 
  Karl Hallmark 
 5 Years 
  Prashant Joshi 
  Greg Koch 
 1 Year 
  Dave Byrns 
  Kevin Frick 
  Kim Fricke 
  Jim Poore 
  John Velna 

 
 
JANUARY PCA ANNIVERSARIES 
 15 Years 
  Michael Volpe 
 10 Years 
  Robert Holzhauer 
 5 Years 
  Francis Antonelli 
  Michael Vitch 
 1 Year 
  James Maloney 
  Thomas Rodenhouse 
 
 



READ THIS!! 

…..When we did the members survey last winter one of the things many members requested was information about 
other members and their cars.  Starting in March „09 we published the first set of Member BIOS starting with club lead-
ership and me of course.  I couldn‟t ask you to do it if I didn‟t do it.  Since then I‟ve published several member BIOS.  
First I want to thank those that shared their information.  I have certainly enjoyed reading them and based on feedback 
I‟ve gotten, many of our readers have enjoyed reading them too.  Since then I have sent out many requests for mem-
ber BIOS feedback.  The return rate has not been good.  If I have already sent you a request, and you know who you 
are, please take a little time to finish your BIO and send it and a few pictures back to me.  Without your help this col-
umn could disappear. 

     If anyone wants to provide me with BIO info and pictures and I have not contacted you yet please let me know 
(tomlyons911@yahoo.com ) and I‟ll get you the form to complete.   

Member Bios 
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Name:  

Steve Coppola 

 

Years NRPCA Member:   

2 

 

What got you interested in Porsche?   

The awesome cars? 

 

When did you get your first Porsche?   

August 2008 

 

What Porsche(s) do you have now?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2008 Cayman S 

 

What do you like to do in your Porsche?   

Drive it, stare at it. 

 

What is the worst thing that has happened to 

you and your Porsche? 

Waiting 4 months for it to arrive once I ordered it. 

 

What 
would 
you 
most 
like to 
do 
with 

your Porsche? 

Drive it around Watkins Glen as fast as I dare.   
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Name:  

Carmen J LaDelfa 

 

Wife‟s/Husband‟s name:  

Sylvanna M LaDelfa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Years NRPCA Member:  

15 years 

 

Other Family Members:  

Son and daughter in law, Lorenzo and Maria LaDelfa; 
Daughter and son in law Vanessa and Brandon Stew-
art 

 

What got you interested in Porsche?   

Well made European sports car 

 

When did you get your first Porsche?   

1993 

 

What Porsche(s) do you have now?  

1986 944 with 250,000 miles. 

 

What do you like to do in your Porsche?  

Daily driving and social events. 

 

What is your favorite story/event/incident involving 

you and your Porsche?  

Going to Ellicottville with club. 

 

What is the worst thing that has happened to you 

and your Porsche?   

Timing belt failure, I did not realize that belt 
needs to be replaced every 30, 000miles. 

 

What would you most like to do with your 

Porsche?   

Daily driving and social events. 
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A Recollection of Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen   - Rob Dean November 2010    

     The beginning of desired trip lifelong trip. I have delayed and cancelled this trip for the past 10 years. Not this time, I 
am definitely committed.  I have done 5 days of business between Cologne and Dusseldorf and it has been good…all 
good. Now for some  R&R + fun.  The plan is to take the ICE Bahn (bullet train) from  Dusseldorf HBF to Stuttgart HBF 
Friday evening, get settled into a local hotel, find a bite to eat, recharge and then spend the day at the Porsche museum 
and if time permitting do the Mercedes museum on the same day.  My flight out from Stuttgart-Amsterdam-Detroit-Buffalo 
is scheduled for 10am Sunday, so my only time is Saturday, all day! 

     Well I board the ICE Bahn on Friday just as planned. The route has only two stops, Cologne and Mannheim, so very 
direct. The train is crowded, well it is Friday rush hour and I‟m hoping for happy hour.  The beer is being served in the club 
car; locals have beer in their business bags and purses. So happy hour has definitely started. It‟s difficult for me to get to 
my reserved seat on car 34; I‟m now stuck in car 23 because the aisles are full. So I hang out in between cars with the 
locals. Here‟s the cool part, there is a speedometer on the cabin wall and it‟s fun to watch. Bullet train you bet! When the 
train hits +300kph (186 mph) the locals cheer and swig beer. How fun is that! I ask the locals to take my picture with the 
speedo at 300 kph, it hits 306 (190 mph) the picture snaps at 297. Very cool and a great start to a “go fast” road trip. 

 

     I arrive at Stuttgart HBF on time and walk the concourse to get a taxi. What the first thing I see upon exiting the sta-
tion…Porsche 911s and Caymans. Nice greeting. Get to my hotel (MotelOne), nice place. A very hip boutique hotel and 
it‟s within walking distance to the Porsche factory and museum. I check in and ask the staff for a local restaurant. On my 
way walking for some chow. I don‟t have a clue of where I am, buts it a main drag which leads to an entrance ramp to the 
autobahn. Another great sound and visual. At this ramp a Yamaha R1 going full tilt on a wheelie, wow.  I continue walking 
to the right and I continue to hear cars winding up to redline on this entrance ramp. This is my kind of place; it‟s all about 
motorized movement, more Porsches, Audis, MBs that you can count. It‟s interesting that the cars in Germany have no 
model markings on them, No “S4”, “300CLK”, “Carrera S4”, but you know them by the sound and it‟s great! Moving on, 
dinner was a flop. I can‟t read a word of German so I usually find the longest word on the menu and order. Sometimes 
good, sometimes not so good, tonight is a “not so good meal”. 

     I get up the next morning early. The Porsche Museum is an hour‟s walk and I want to get there when its first opens. I 
use the GPS on my iPhone to provide the walking route. Great technology and I get there without a hitch.  It‟s a very 
pleasant walk thru Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen neighborhoods. Very clean, locals sweeping their front sidewalks, all orderly, 
however there are still Porsches all over and going way too fast, but still cool. I‟m watching my iPhone route which provide 
for precise GPS location relative to my destination and I‟m getting close.  On the downhill reach of the route I can see both 
the museum and factory. It appears just has all the pictures I have seen in Pano and Excellence. I have that little kid feel-
ing like seeing Oz on the horizon. 
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     Its only 8:55a and I open up the Porsche Museum. I feel a little sheepish being so early. I get the wireless audio which 
is a must and head up the long escalator. I‟m here, I‟m anxious, I‟m excited.  At the top of the escalator what greets you…. 

 

 

 

 

     Now the beauty of all this is that I am the only person in the museum right now. No distractions, no noise, no lines, no 
kids, no guards. These Porsches are clean on the top side, somewhat clean on the bottom side. All the patina remains. I 
stare into the cockpit of the racing 908 wondering if I would fit, of course I would. What this? This racing 908 has the 
drilled ignition key in the ignition (drilled out for light weight).  I slip the gear shift to neutral, do I turn the ignition key? Just 
to jog the engine? Well I don‟t dare and the battery is probably removed anyhow. But a fun thought nonetheless. These 
museum pieces don‟t look real. After reading so many books and magazines that have detailed Porsche history this is the 
real deal right in front of me. 
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     Now I‟m all over and under these Porsches and I come to the realization, the Porsche museum has the visuals and the 
SMELL of a garage collection. Rubber, gas, oil, exhaust pipes, it‟s all there. The second realization, one that at we all 
know of and fight all the time with our Porsches…they all LEAK OIL.  I would estimate that 75% of these museum cars 
have mats underneath them with wet oil spots. I feel a lot better about my minor RSA oil leaks. 

356 History 

 

 

     I depart this hall and head to what appears to be Racing Porsches. Absolutely fascinating. The 1st one I walk up to is 
Porsche‟s first overall LeMans, the 917! Once again I crawl all over it. Top, bottom, sides. It‟s a lot smaller than I thought. I 
go back to underneath the engine, amazing. I reach way up behind the engine along some tin work and run my finger 
along this hidden area. I then look at my hand and wonder, could this be some of the LeMans course grime from decades 
earlier?  I convince myself yes and smile. 
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Are you ready for a new challenge?  Over the course of the coming year in Flatout I will include a picture of a 
Porsche part.  Each month, if you think you know what the part is send me an e-mail with your guess.  The per-
son with the most correct answers will win a $100 gift certificate to Pelican Parts. 

 

Each month at the bottom of the picture of the part will be a mini form.  I am using the mini form to help me tab-
ulate the answers.  Fill out the mini form and copy and paste it into an e-mail and send it to me at tom-
lyons911@yahoo.com.  I will collect the guesses and score them.  At some point before the fall dinner I‟ll tabu-
late the guesses and determine the winner.  If there are multiple people with the same score the winner will be 
pulled from a hat and announced at the fall dinner.  The mini form will look like this. 

 

Name:                     _________________________ 

 

e-mail:                     _________________________ 

 

Part ID:                 _________________________ 

 (1 point) 

 

So you think you have the rules down?  Well then let‟s begin. 

 

SMALL PRINT WARNING!!!!!!! 

 

Contest is for Niagara Region members only.  Only one submission per member per month will be accepted.  
Submissions will be accepted until the next month‟s Flatout is available on-line. Void where prohibited, your 
mileage may vary ;-) 

What Is It??? 
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January - What is it? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copy and paste the mini form below with your answer and e-mail to: 

tomlyons911@yahoo.com 

 

 

Your Name:                     _________________________ 

 

Your e-mail:                    _________________________ 

 

What is it:                        _________________________ 

 (1 point) 

 

Contest is for Niagara Region members only.  Only one submission per member per month will be accepted.  
Submissions will be accepted until the following month‟s Flatout is available on-line.  Void where prohibited, 
your mileage may vary ;-) 

 

What Is It??? 
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944 SPEED AND REFERENCE SENSOR TESTING 
 

Submitted by Jim Arendt 
 
     No-start conditions can be incredibly frustrating, and replacing parts without a successful outcome can get expen-
sive quickly.  Therefore, running diagnostic tests is a reasonable action prior to ordering parts that you might not need.  
While helping a local 944 owner with a no-start condition, I checked and tested everything except the speed and refer-
ence sensors.  The easiest (albeit unscientific) way to test for a signal from the speed and reference sensors is to 
watch the tach gauge while cranking the engine.  If it bounces slightly while cranking then the sensors are probably 
ok. 
 
     Since I don‟t have an oscilloscope, I looked for an alternative method of testing and came across this little gem of a 
test in an online forum.  This method won‟t tell you the exact output voltage, but will tell you if there is a consistent 
output signal from the sensors to the DME computer.  It‟s not as good as using an oscilloscope, but better than simply 
watching for tach bounce. 
 
     Go to Radio Shack and purchase two packs of LED‟s, parts numbers 276-0022 (2.1 volt) and 276-0041 (2.6 volt).  
You only need one of each, but they come in 2 packs.  One lead on each LED is shorter than the other, that is the 
negative side.  Mark the negative leads with a magic marker or paint pen so they are easily identifiable.  
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     Remove the DME relay (fuel pump relay); early 944‟s relay #2 located in the fusebox under the dash on driver‟s 
side; late 944‟s relay #20 located in the fusebox under the hood on the driver‟s side. 
 
     Next, disconnect the 35-pin connector from the back of the DME computer; early 944‟s next to the steering col-
umn; late 944‟s under the front floorboard on passenger side.  Release the clip on the cable end of the plug and 
swing the connector up and away from the DME unit. 
 
     On the plug connector, locate and mark pins 8, 25, 26, and 27.  8 and 27 are the speed sensor outputs; 8 is neg-
ative, 27 is positive.  Insert your red LED (2.6 volt) between the two.  Remember your positive and negative leads!  
25 and 26 are the reference sensor outputs; 25 is positive, 26 is negative.  Insert your green LED (2.1 volt) between 
the two.  Again, remember your positive and negative leads!  Make sure the leads don‟t touch. 
 

 
 
     Now, crank the engine over as you would normally.  If the sensors are working correctly, the green LED will be 
blinking and the red LED will be almost steady as the engine spins.  If either of the LED‟s does not light as indicat-
ed, there is likely a problem with your speed and/or reference sensors.   
 
     Hope this helps! 
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2010 Porsche 911 Turbo 
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Historic Posters 
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Porsche  
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Picture Page 

What we got…. ...what we need  ! 
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January Winter Puzzle 

Can you find the  words below?  Something to do while 
waiting for warmer Porsche weather. 



So, if you gonna dream, dream 
big. 

 

Bill Schicker found a seat in a 
GT. 

 

Look at that smile.  Jane must 
have had to pry him out of there 
with a crow bar. 

N E W S L E T T E R    O F    T H E   N I A G A R A    R E G I O N    P O R S C H E   

C L U B   O F    A M E R I C A 

Drive it like you stole it !! 

www.niagarapca.org 

Please support the businesses that 

support us: 

 John Holtz Porsche 

 Autoplace Porsche 

 Eksten Autoworks 

 Seneca Lodge 

 T-Shirt Express 

 Niagara Hobby 

 Smart Parts 

 Bernstein Global Wealth Man-

agement 

  

 

Advertising Rates for FLATOUT 

 

     Single Issue         Full Year 

Full page—$125    Full page—$350 

1/2 Page—$100    1/2 Page—$275 

1/4 Page—$80    1/4 Page—$225 

1/8 Page—$65    1/8 Page—$175 

     Business Card—$115 

To place an ad please contact Sue Juby at: 

  
Tel#:  (585) 321-0304 
Address: 95 Alton Way 
  W Henrietta, NY 14586 
e-mail:  sreesen@rochester.rr.com 
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